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 QUASI-ELLIPTIC PERIODIC POINTS IN

 CONSERVATIVE DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS.

 By SHELDON E. NEWHOUSE.

 1. One of the most important and beautiful subjects in the theory of

 dynamical systems concerns the orbit structure near an elliptic periodic point of

 an area preserving diffeomorphism f of the two dimensional disk D2. Recall

 that a periodic point p of such an f is a point for which f ( p) = p for some

 integer n >0. Assuming n is the least such integer, p is called elliptic if the

 derivative of fn at p, Tpfn, has non-real eigenvalues of norm one. If the
 eigenvalues of Tpfn have norm different from one, p is called hyperbolic. It has
 been known for a long time that elliptic periodic orbits occur in many problems

 in mechanics, in particular, the restricted three body problems [3, 8]. When f is

 real analytic, Birkhoff established a normal form for f near an elliptic fixed

 point provided the eigenvalues of Tf are not roots of unity. If this normal form
 is not linear, he showed that the fixed point is a limit of infinitely many periodic

 points, and that among these accumulating periodic points both elliptic and

 hyperbolic types appear [28]. A theorem due to Kolmogorov, Arnold, and Moser

 asserts that many f-invariant circles enclose a general elliptic fixed point p, and
 that on each of these circles f behaves like a rotation through an angle 9 with

 0/27r strongly irrational [8, 9]. This result implies that general elliptic orbits are

 Liapounov stable.

 By contrast, according to a theorem of Hartman and Grobman [12, 16], the

 local structure near a hyperbolic fixed point p is not complicated. The diffeo-

 morphism f behaves topologically like its derivative. The points asymptotic to p

 under forward and backward iterates form smooth curves (the stable and

 unstable manifolds of p) meeting transversely at p, and the other nearby orbits

 lie on continuous curves which are easily described. Recently, E. Zehnder has

 shown that, generically, many hyperbolic periodic orbits near an elliptic peri-

 odic orbit have homoclinic points (non-periodic intersections of the stable and

 unstable manifolds of the same hyperbolic periodic orbit) [28].

 Thus the rather intricate picture in Figure 1 (taken from [3]) generically

 occurs near any elliptic periodic point p. Each circle is invariant under a power
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 1062 SHELDON E. NEWHOUSE.

 FIGURE 1.

 of f, and the center of each circle is a limit of smaller circles invariant under

 higher powers of f and hyperbolic points with homoclinic points. A simplifica-

 tion due to Russmann in the proof of Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem

 enables one to show that all of this structure is found under the assumption that

 f is of class C5 [23].

 A natural question occurs: Where do elliptic periodic orbits appear? One

 consequence of our results here is the following. Let f be a C' area preserving
 diffeomorphism of D2, and let y be a point of D2 with U any neighborhood of

 y. Then, arbitrarily C '-close to f, we may find a real analytic area preserving
 diffeomorphism g having an elliptic periodic point p in U. Of course, with a

 further approximation we may make p of general type. Thus with a small C'
 change in f all of the above structure appears near an arbitrary point y of D2.

 Let us now consider the general situation. A symplectic manifold is a C??

 differentiable manifold M together with a closed non-degenerate differential
 two-form w. A C' diffeomorphism f: M-*M is symplectic if f preserves w; i.e.

 f* = W. For applications as in the preceding paragraphs we may allow M to
 have a boundary WM, but in this case we assume that f (M) = aM and that the

 tangent bundle TM is the continuous bundle naturally induced by T(M - aM).
 Examples of symplectic manifolds are orientable surfaces, even dimensional

 tori, compact complex algebraic manifolds, and the cotangent bundle TN of
 an arbitrary differentiable manifold N. For general information regarding

 symplectic diffeomorphisms we refer to [1], [3], and [20].

 Let Diffr (M) be the space of Cr symplectic diffeomorphisms of M with the

 cr Whitney topology, 1 r < oo (see Section 2 for the definition). A subset
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 6J3 c Diffr (M) is residual if it contains a countable intersection of dense open
 sets. Residual sets are dense, and a countable intersection of residual sets is

 again residual. Properties which are true for residual sets are called generic

 properties.

 A periodic point p of f EEDiff,x,(M) of minimum period n is called quasi-

 elliptic if the derivative Tptf has a non-real eigenvalue of norm one, and all
 eigenvalues of norm one are not real. To be more exact, we say that p is

 k-elliptic, 1I k < 2 dimM, if Tpf" has 2k non-real eigenvalues of norm one, and
 its remaining eigenvalues have norm different from one. If all eigenvalues of

 Tptf have norm different from one, p is called hyperbolic.
 A well-known class of symplectic diffeomorphisms without quasi-elliptic

 periodic points is the set of those which are Anosov. By definition, these possess

 continuous Tf-invariant sub-bundles Eu, ES of TM with TM= ESE Eu, Tf I EU
 expanding, and Tf I E' contracting. More precisely, recall that a closed f-in-
 variant subset A c M is called hyperbolic if there are a continuous splitting of

 the tangent bundle over A, TAM= E5 @Eu, a Riemann norm on TM, and

 constants c > 0, 0 < A < 1, such that

 TJ (Exs )=Ef (X), TJ (Exu )=Ej(x) for xEA, (a)

 |TXf( (v)c < XA"Ivl for x(-A, vEEx5, n> l0 (b)
 ITxfn (v)|I > c-1X-njv for x&1A, veEExu n>O.

 The conditions in (a) and (b) are independent of the Riemann norm if A is

 compact, but this is false if A is not compact (see [27]).
 If M is a hyperbolic set for the diffeomorphism f: M-*M, then f is called

 Anosov. The Anosov diffeomorphisms in Diff. (M) form an open set of diffeo-
 morphisms containing no quasi-elliptic periodic points. Our first theorem says

 that, in the compact case, this is the maximal such open set.

 THEOREM 1.1. Let f (Diff ,(M) be a C' symplectic diffeorphism with
 M compact, and assume f is not Anosov. Fix x E M. Given neighborhoods U of
 x in M and V of f in Difffjl (M), there is a g in V having a 1-elliptic periodic

 point in U.

 This result has several interesting corollaries.

 Recall that a diffeomorphism f is structurally stable if there is a neighbor-

 hood V of f in Diffl(M) so that for g E V, there is a homeomorphism h: MM

 with hf= gh. In the early 1960's, Anosov proved that what are now called

 Anosov diffeomorphisms are structurally stable for compact M. Also, it has been

 known for some time that the presence of a 1-elliptic periodic point keeps a
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 1064 SHELDON E. NEWHOUSE.

 symplectic diffeomorphism from being structurally stable [20]. Thus, Theorem
 1.1 gives

 THEOREM 1.2. A symplectic diffeomorphisn of a compact manifold is
 structurally stable if and only if it is Anosov.

 It should be pointed out that there are many (non-symplectic) structurally

 stable diffeomorphisms which are not Anosov, and there are many Anosov
 diffeomorphisms which are not symplectic. The interest of Theorem 1.2 is that
 it lends further credence to the conjecture of Palis and Smale that Axiom A and

 strong transversality are necessary and sufficient conditions for structural

 stability. In this connection, see [18], [22].

 Let us now apply a technique due to Pugh [15].

 Let n > 0 be a positive integer. It is easily proved with known techniques
 that the set of 1-elliptic periodic points of period n1 with n1 < n for a symplectic

 diffeomorphism f varies continuously with f. Indeed, if p is such a point with

 fni( p) = p, and fk ( p) 7 p, 0 < k < n, then 1 is not an eigenvalue of Tp7fn. Hence,
 if idXf nl:y_( y,fnl (y)), then (idXfnl)(M) is transverse to the diagonal A in
 M x M at (p, p), so (id Xfnl) - '(A) varies continuously with f. Thus, the closure

 Q (f) of all the 1-elliptic periodic points of f is a lower semi-continuous set
 valued function of f in Diffl (M). Proposition 26 in [19] says that Q(f) is

 continuous on a residual subset 'Ji of Diff, (M). Theorem (1.1) and the
 continuity of a 1-elliptic point of f imply that if f E (J is not Anosov, then the

 1-elliptic points of f are dense in M.
 Thus,

 THEOREM 1.3. For compact M there is a residual subset 93 cDiffl(M)
 such that if f E 63, then either f is Anosov or the 1-elliptic periodic points of f
 are dense in M.

 For other generic properties of symplectic diffeomorphisms, the reader

 may consult [17], [19], [25], [26]. We will refer to these papers in more detail in
 later sections.

 In Section 2, we will recall the definition of the Whitney topology, and we
 will present a more or less well-known perturbation lemma needed in the
 sequel. In Section 3 we extend Zehnder's homocinic point theorem to arbitrary

 dimension in the Cr case, 0 < r < xc, by means of the Birkhoff normal form, and
 we show that generically every quasi-elliptic periodic point is a limit of
 hyperbolic periodic points. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. Of

 basic importance to the proof are the closing lemma of Pugh and Robinson [17],
 a weakened version of Takens's homocinic point theorem [26], and the Birkhoff
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 theorems used in Section 3. These results enable us to approximate a symplectic

 diffeomorphism f E Diff ,(M), M compact, by g so that the homocinic points of
 g are dense in M. Unless f happened to be Anosov, we then show that such a g
 can be C l-perturbed to create a 1-elliptic point in any pre-assigned open set U.

 In Section 5, the results of the preceding sections are extended to the

 non-compact case. The main novelty here is that Takens's homoclinic point

 theorem must be extended to this case. This requires new proofs since Takens's

 proofs rested strongly on the existence of a smooth invariant bounded measure

 ,t [i.e., t(M) < oo] which was positive on open sets. The result here may be used
 to give a proof of Theorem 1.1 independent of Takens's methods as well.

 Finally, in Section 6 we indicate how the results of the preceding sections

 relate to Hamiltonian systems. One application is that a Hamiltonian system

 with at least two independent integrals and a bounded non-wandering orbit y
 may be C l-perturbed to a Hamiltonian system possessing infinitely many

 periodic, quasi-periodic, and homocinic motions near y.

 In closing this section, let us list some C1 generic properties of symplectic

 diffeomorphisms f of a compact symplectic manifold M.

 (a) The hyperbolic periodic points of f are dense in M.

 (b) Every hyperbolic periodic point of f has a homoclinic point.
 (c) Either f is Anosov or the 1-elliptic periodic points are dense in M.

 Property (a) is a consequence of the closing lemma of Pugh and Robinson

 and the Birkhoff fixed point theorem as in Section 3, while property (b) is due

 to Takens [26]. Property (c) is the content of Theorem 1.3. Extending methods

 of Robinson [21], D. Pixton has proved property (b) to be Cr-generic, r > 1, on

 the 2-sphere [13]. With this exception, the Cr_genericity of these properties,

 r> 1, remains unknown and is one of the most challenging unsolved problems
 in the theory of dynamical systems.

 2. The purpose of this section is to recall the definition of the Cr Whitney

 topology and to give a known perturbation lemma which will be needed in the

 sequel.
 To define the Whitney topology on Diff ,(M), we will specify a basic

 neighborhood of f E Diff r (M). Pick two locally finite open coverings QL=

 {(Uj,40): i = 1,2, ... }, cT={(Vj,4i):i=1,2,... } of M by Cr symplectic coordi-
 nate charts such that Cl Ui and ClVi are compact and f(Cl U) C Vi for all i.

 Thus i: Ui~R22, --- 2' are Cr diffeomorphisms with o=4i*(=i_=duiA
 dvi)=4i*(Ein,duiAdvi) where (u,v)=(uj,...,uv,v.,.. .,v) are coordinates on
 R2' and dimM=2n.
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 1066 SHELDON E. NEWHOUSE.

 Let R+ denote the set of strictly positive real numbers, and let e: M-*R +
 be a continuous function.

 Define 97J (f, 91t, , E) to be -the set of diffeomorphisms g in Diff ,(M) such
 that

 (a) g(Cl Uj) c Vi for all i,
 (b) la aigqi-l(x)-a+foi- (x)l<e(Oi-lx)for xEi(Ui), lal< r, and all i.

 Here a = (a1,..., a.) is a multi-index of non-negative integers, lal = a, +... +
 a., and a a denotes the corresponding partial derivative. The set DU! (f, G){, t E)
 is a basic Cr Whitney neighborhood of f. That is, varying 91,CFT,E with the
 above conditions gives a neighborhood base at f for the Cr Whitney topology.
 In all estimates, we will assume 91, CT are fixed and we will shrink e. Also, we

 will refer to the neighborhood DU (f, 91, , E) as % or )L(f), and we will say
 that g is e-Cr-close to f to mean g E DU (f, 9t, ' F, e) with e small. Of course, if M
 is compact we may replace e by infXEM?(x) and use constant functions. Then

 9Q1, T may be chosen to be finite open coverings, and the topology is the
 uniform Cr topology. When M is not compact, Difft (M) fails to satisfy the first

 axiom of countability, but it does have the Baire property: countable intersec-
 tions of dense open sets are dense.

 The statement El S E2 for continuous real-valued functions means eI(x) <
 62(x) for all x.

 Let d be a metric on M induced from some Riemann structure, and let

 BB (x) denote the set of y E M with d ( y, x) < S.

 LEMmA 2.1 (Perturbation lemma). Fix fEDiff (M), r> 1, and choose

 91t, T as above. There are continuous functions fo:M-*R+ and c:M +
 (depending on f,U,V) such that for any xEM, any gEGJU(f,1T ,Ceo), and
 any continuous functions 0 < 8 < e0, 0 < e < e0, the following facts hold.

 (1) If d(y,x)<c(x)87(x)e(x), then there is a g, in 6r(g,91, T,5) such
 that glg-'(x)=y, gl(z)=g(z) for zFg-l(BS(x)(x)), and g7'(z)=
 g - '(z) for z X Bo (x)(x).

 (2) For any symplectic linear map A: R2n -R2n with I T,, (x)v/igoi- Al <
 c(x)3 (x)r-le(x) for all i with xE Ui, there is a g, in DU(g, 1,C\P,E)
 such that T,(x))4igg47- = A, gl(x) = g(x), and gl(z) = g(z) for z Z
 Bs (x)(x)

 Before proving the lemma let us recall the elementary facts about generat-
 ing functions [3].

 Let (u, v) = (ul,. .., Un vl, ... ., v,) be coordinates on R2n, W=1%iduiAdvi,
 and let f (u, v) = (((u, v), , (u, v)) be a CT symplectic diffeomorphism (relative to
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 w) defined on a simply connected neighborhood V of the origin (0, 0) with r > 0.

 Thus 2%jd4Adqi=2%1duiAdvi Assume f(O0O)=(to0,%q) and aq (u,v) is
 non-singular at each point of V. Thus (u, .. ., un, 71, .... ir) define new Cr

 coordinates on a neighborhood of (0,%i), and v = v (u, q) is given as a Cr
 function of u and 'q there. Since f is symplectic, the 1-form a = 1 (t dqi +
 vi dui) is closed, so there is a Cr+ 1 real valued function S = S (u, 'q), unique up to

 a constant, defined for (u,7q) near (0,%i) and satisfying S,1 = t, Su = vi, and S""',
 non-singular at each point (U,7q) in the domain of S. The function S is called a
 generating function for f relative to (u, v) and (t, 'q). Conversely, if S (u, 'q) is a

 Cr+l function defined for (u,7q) near (0,%i) such that the matrix SU%(u,'q) is
 non-singular for each (u,'q), then setting S (u,i])=i(u,i]) and S,
 vi (u, q), we may solve for 'q in terms of u and v and obtain a symplectic
 diffeomorphism (u, v)-*(t(u, 77 (u, v)), 'q (u, v)). Generating functions provide a
 convenient way of parametrizing Cr perturbations of f in that one merely

 chooses Cr+l perturbations of a generating function for f, and then passes to
 the associated diffeomorphisms.

 We now proceed to prove part (1) of the perturbation lemma. The similar

 proof of part (2) will be omitted.

 Assume (tW, T are locally finite open covers of M as above. We first
 consider perturbations of the identity map id on M.

 Let K1,K2,... be a sequence of compact subsets of M with Kic intKi +1
 and M = U i1 >Ki. Since TF is locally finite, for each i there is an integer ni such
 that at most ni elements of TF meet Ki. Choose a positive real number ai < 1 for

 each i so that if z E Ki and (V, o' E T with z E V, then Bay (z) c V. Take c1 = c1(z)
 a positive continuous function such that 1(z) < ai/2 for z E Ki for all i. Let
 x E Ki, and fix (V, A) E cF, a symplectic coordinate chart with x E V.

 Assume 0 < c2 < c1 and suppose y E AM with d ( y, x) <c2(X) <El(x). Let
 (u,v)=(u1,... .,un,v1,. ..,vn) be coordinates on R2n with co= 4,*(duiAdvi). There
 is an orthogonal symplectic map A: R2n -R2n so that the affine map A1: (u, v)

 A((u,v)-A'(x)) carries A'(y) to ( ,0,...,0) with >0. Note also that A 14(x)=
 (0,0).

 There is a constant ci > 0 such that

 1=I y) - 4(x)l < ci d (Y,X) <Ci'2 (X)

 Let X: R-[O, 1] be a C ? real function so that X(z) = 1 for z < and X(z) = 0 for
 z>1, and let /= supZER{1, IA'(z)I,...,IX r+l(z)I}. The function Sl(u,v)=(ul+
 i)v, + 2 j>juivi is the generating function of the translation (u1,.. . , un, v. . ,Vn)
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 -(ul + , u2, un, v,, vn), while SO(u,v)= 2ji,lujv is the generating func-
 tion of the identity.

 For 0S 81 < 1, set

 S(u,v=At 6(U) )Sl(8 I (U 6() )| 3(x) /[ 3(x)

 for I(u,v) SI 81 (x)

 = S0 (u,v) for I(u,v)I < 81 (x).

 Then S is C??, and a direct computation shows that 1S SOIr+i 13<1jAS(X)-r,
 where c is a constant depending only on n and r. Here, -SO I r+ denotes the
 Cr+l norm, i.e., the maximum of the norms of the kth order partial deriva-

 tives with OS kS r+1. Thus, IS-SOIr+i I /&<c-ci2(x)8l(x)-r, and if we
 let h(u,v)=(Svl (u,v),. . .SV (u,v),Sul (u,v),. ..,S, (u, v)), then th-idlr S
 Pjc-ci2(x)81(x) r. Also, A' lhA1 takes 4'(x) to 4p(y) and IAT lhAv-idlr=Ih-
 idl r, since A1 is affine with an orthogonal derivative. Let CVL be a cover of M by
 open coordinate charts (V(', 4') so that f(Cl U) c V' cCl V'C V for all j and

 <i' = ilI Vi. Also, choose ai and the charts V/' so that if z E Ki n V/' for some i,j,
 then Ba, (z) c V/'.

 Let hi: M-M be defined by hl(z) = -'hip(z) for z E V and hl(z) = z for
 z 4V. Then h, will be in 9U(id, V'T, elCei2ci2l-r) where eli is a constant
 depending on ,B, n, r, and the ni coordinate charts in cF meeting 1I. Also,
 h1(z) = z for d (x,z) > e2i31(x), with e2i depending on i and the Riemann metric.

 To summarize, given xEKi, yEM with d(x,y)<e2(x), we have h, in
 yV,r(id, I', Tf,eli ci2c2-r), so that hl(x)= y and hl(z)=z for

 d (x, z) > e2i 8 (X) -

 Replacing e2(x) by c2(x)81(x)r, we see that the corresponding h, will be in
 DU (id, TW, cW, eli Ci'2) .

 Let el, e2 be continuous functions on M such that for z E K, el(z) > elic,

 and e2(z) > e2i. Take 8 (x) = e2(x)81(x) and c(x)= el(x)e2(x). Then

 (*) Given

 d(y,x)< (X) (X)r
 el (x)e2 (X)

 the h, obtained above is in DU (id, ItF, F,, c(x)) uith hl(x) = y and hl(z) = z for
 d(x,z)> 8(x).
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 As a notational convenience, for z C Ki gl, g E DU i(f, 6L, T, el), h e
 DU (id, IF', cF, e1), define

 |(gl-)(Z)r=sup|[a igloi -a igoi ][,0j(z)]j:l aj <r,zE= j)

 and

 1(h-id)(z)lr=SUPfl|ac (Oihi-'-id)(Oi(z))| :Ial S r, z(=Vi')-

 Assume e1 small enough so that g E ) (f, 6t, :V, e1) and hE DU (id, L,: , e1)
 imply that g and h are both diffeomorphisms and h o g(Cl UJ) c Vi for all i.

 Assume O<c2< 1 small enough so that if g9 E'-(f,Ql)6F,e2) and hE
 Cjr (id, ', Y, E2), then h o g e D(f, G?W, e, e1). There is a continuous function
 c3:M--R+ such that for zEM, g(rE' (fG,Q VT,2), and hEr(id, T', 'V,ce2),
 we have

 j(h 0 g- )(z)lr S C3(z)l(h -id)(z)j,.

 We may assume that c3(z)> 1 for all z. Finally, let c(x)=(c3(x)el(x)e2(x)7)f,
 and set cO(x) = min(',E2 (x)) for all x E M. Now suppose x, y E M, O < 8 < e0,
 0<c? <0, g'(f-Qr(Lj,c0), and d(y,x)<c(x)3(x)rc(x). By (*), there is an hI
 in DU (id, cIF, cF, e/c3) with h1(x) = y and hI(z) = z for d (x,z) > 8 (x). The proof

 of part (1) of the lemma now follows with g, = h, o g.

 3. In this section we consider homoclinic points of symplectic diffeomor-

 phisms. Let us recall that if p is a hyperbolic periodic point of minimum period

 n for the diffeomorphism f on M, one defines the stable manifold of p or (p,f)
 by WS(p) = WS(p,) = { y E M: d (fkyf` kp) *0 as k- oo} where d is a topo-
 logical distance function on M. Similarly, the unstable manifold of p is W'(p)
 = W'( p,f) = W ( p,f -1). It is known that these sets are injectively immersed
 copies of Euclidean spaces of complementary dimensions meeting transversely

 at p [6]. The stable manifold of the orbit o( p) is the set

 Ws(o(p))= U 0< K<j(Ws (p)), and Wu(o(p)) is defined similarly. A point x
 in Wu(o(p))fn Ws(o(p))-o(p) is called a homocinic point of p. If x is a
 transverse intersection of Ws(o ( p)) and Wu(o ( p)), it is called a transversal
 homoclinic point. We will say that x is a (transversal) homoclinic point of f if it

 is a (transversal) homoclinic point of some hyperbolic periodic point of f. It is
 known that Cr-generically (r>O), all homocinic points are transversal [19].

 Homoclinic points were originally discovered by Poincare in the restricted

 three body problem.
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 In [24], Smale showed that every transversal homocinic point is a limit of

 infinitely many periodic points. In fact, on a closed set containing such a

 homoclinic orbit, a power of f is topologically conjugate to a shift automor-

 phism on finitely many symbols. For physical applications of homocinic points

 see [2] and [9], which contain further references.
 In [26], F. Takens proved that C' -generically any hyperbolic periodic point

 of a symplectic diffeomorphism on a compact symplectic manifold has homo-

 clinic points. Also, E. Zehnder has shown the generic existence of homocinic

 points near any elliptic periodic point for analytic area preserving diffeomor-

 phisms of the plane [28]. Recently, R. C. Robinson proved that if the unstable

 manifold of a hyperbolic fixed point of a Cr diffeomorphism f on S2 ac-

 cumulates on its stable manifold, then f may be CT-perturbed to g having a

 homoclinic point [21]. Subsequently, D. Pixton generalized the result to hyper-

 bolic periodic points of arbitrary period [13]. If f is area preserving, the
 perturbations g may be taken area preserving as well. With a further argument,

 Pixton was able to establish the Cr version of Takens's theorem, r > 1, on s2 (in

 fact, on any region in s2 on which the Jordan curve theorem holds). Since the

 Birkhoff fixed point theorem implies that generically an elliptic periodic point

 on S2 is a limit of hyperbolic periodic points, Pixton's result implies the C'
 version of Zehnder's.

 Our first task is to extend Zehnder's theorem to arbitrary dimension.

 PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a residual set 63 cDiff, (M), 1 < r < oo, such
 that if f e6 , then each quasi-elliptic periodic point of f is a limit of
 transversal homoclinic points of f.

 Proof. For f EDiff,' (M), let Q (f) be the closure of the set of quasi-
 elliptic periodic points of f which are limits of transversal homocinic points of

 f. It is easily seen that Q (f) is a lower semi-continuous set valued function from

 Diff(r (M) into the set of closed subsets of M with a bounded metric induced
 from Hausdorff metrics on a sequence H1 c H2 c ... of compact subsets of M

 with U I Hi = M. Thus, Q(f) is continuous on a residual set 'M cDiffr(M), as
 may be proved with an obvious extension of the methods in Section XVIII of

 [19]. We prove that for f c 3, each quasi-elliptic periodic point of f is in Q (f).
 For this, it suffices to show that if p is a quasi-elliptic periodic point of

 f E Diffr (M), 'L is any neighborhood of f in Diffr (M), and U is any neighbor-
 hood of p in M, then there is a g E )L such that p is quasi-elliptic for g, and g
 has a homocinic point in U.

 Assume p is a quasi-elliptic periodic point of f with ft (p) = p, and

 fk(p)>#p for 0<k<T. Let TpM=EC'fDEE)E DES be the invariant direct sum
 decomposition such that TpfTIEC has eigenvalues of norm one, TpfTlEu has
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 eigenvalues of norm bigger than one, and T1pfT I ES has eigenvalues of norm less
 than one; and write dimEc = c, dimEu = u, dimE8 = s. Note that c is even and

 s = u, since any eigenvalue of T f' occurs together with its inverse [20]. The
 principal eigenvalues of TpfT are those with norm bigger than one or norm
 equal to one and positive imaginary part. Perturbing f slightly via generating
 functions, we may assume f is C' and the principal eigenvalues of f are
 multiplicatively independent over the integers. Set k = c/2. For any fixed r > 0,

 there are a neighborhood U1 of p in M and Cr+l symplectic coordinates

 o: UiRk xRk xRu xRs with

 OW = (Xi (z), Xk * x(Z), YI (Z), *.*.*. Yk (Z),Xk+ 1 (Z), * *,Xk+u (Z),Yk+ 1 (Z) ** Yk+u (Z))'

 Furthermore,

 k+u

 (1) O(p)=(0,0,00), o=w * (?dxjAdyj , and

 (2) if

 vI = (x1, ... , xk, Y1,5 * Yk), V2 = (Xk+ 1, -* Xk+u)J 3 =(Yk+ 1 *... *Yk+u)

 and

 1 (VI, V2, V3) = (fl (V1, V2, V3),f2 (V1, V2, V3),f3 (V1, V2, V3)),

 then f2(vI, 0, 0) = 0, f3(vj, 0, 0) = 0, and (vl, 0, 0) preserves dyj.

 These facts follow from the center and stable manifold theory in [7] together
 with the generalizations of Darboux's theorem in [20].

 By the Birkhoff normal form theorem [20], we may choose k so that taking

 zi= xI + -1 yi =,...,k, to be complex coordinates on Rk x Rk, we have
 f(Zl, * *I* Zk ?**, ?) = ( **, ** ., ) + h (zl, .., ?, 0) where =
 z eV- L with

 L=L (ZI' . ,Zk) ai ... |ik IZI 12 .. 12ik
 jil < r

 and the first r partial derivatives of h relative to z , Zk vanish at (0,... ,0).
 Thus, L is a polynomial mapping in the variables IzI12,..., lZkI2 with the

 map g1(z.,... I. zk ?0,.,0) = (zle 1L,I . .zke L) giving the r-jet of
 f(Zl, ... Zk,,Z...,O) at zl= ... =Zk= O. Hence gIfRk x Rk x (0, 0) is CT close to
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 fIRk kx Rk (0, 0) in a small neighborhood V of (0, 0, 0, 0) with V cint ((U1). Using
 generating functions as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we may find a symplectic

 diffeomorphism g Cr-close to fr such that (g4-V' V>x {0} x {0} = glI V and
 (g4 - '(z) =f1(z) for z outside a small neighborhood of V. Then g preserves k
 two dimensional o-symplectic submanifolds of M near p, say Tl,..., Tk. By
 means of the Birkhoff fixed point theorem, g may be chosen so 'that we get a

 hyperbolic periodic point p, (of high period) for gT T1 near p. By Zehnder's
 theorem (or Pixton's theorem) we may assume that Pi has a homoclinic point for

 g T1. Then Pi is a periodic point of g near p whose hyperbolic eigenspaces
 have their dimensions strictly bigger than those of p. If p, is hyperbolic for g,

 we are done. If not, proceed similarly near p, by perturbing g to g2 having a
 periodic point P2 near Pi whose hyperbolic eigenspaces have larger dimension
 and whose strong stable and unstable manifolds meet off the orbit of P2.

 Continuing this way by induction on the dimension of the hyperbolic eigen-

 spaces yields Proposition 3.1.

 Now recall that the closing lemma of Pugh and Robinson [17] implies that
 Cl-generically for compact M, the periodic points of f are dense in M.

 Robinson [19] proves that generically every periodic point is either hyperbolic

 or quasi-elliptic. Thus Proposition 3.1 yields

 COROLLARY 3.2. If M is a compact symplectic manifold, there is a
 residual subset 63 c Diffl(M) such that for f E 6, the hyperbolic periodic
 points of f are dense in M.

 4. This section contains the proof of Theorem 1.1.

 We say that two submanifolds N1, N2 of M are tangent at a point y in M if

 TYN1 n TYN2 contains a non-zero vector and TYN1 + TYN2 7 TyM.

 LEMMA 4.1. Suppose M is a symplectic manifold and f: M->M is a Cr

 symplectic diffeonorphism, r> 1, having a hyperbolic periodic point p such
 that Wu ( p,f) is tangent to Ws( p,f) at a point y. Given neighborhoods U of y

 in M and (X of f in Diffr (M), there is a g in 6) having a 1-elliptic periodic
 point in U.

 Remark. This lemma is a variant of Proposition 1 in [11] for nonsym-
 plectic diffeomorphisms. However, the proof given here is somewhat simpler in

 that we replace the explicit computations of [11] which depended on the

 Stemnberg linearization theorem by a cruder topological argument.

 Proof. We assume p is a fixed point, since the argument is similar in the

 general case. We will find a small neighborhood U1 c U of y and a curve { gt},
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 - S t < e, of diffeomorphisms in OL such that

 (1) gt(x) =f (x) for xE_ f `(Ul)
 (2) there are an m-disk Dm in M and an integer N > 0 such that

 (a) gNIDm has a fixed point in int U1,

 (b) g_r(Dm)nDmnfU1=0
 (c) g N IbdDm has no fixed points for - E < t < e.

 Then along the arc gN there is a first number to such that gN has a fixed point,

 say xo, in intDm n U1. It follows that Tx. gN has 1 as an eigenvalue [otherwise
 id X gN: Dm-*M X M would be transverse to the diagonal in M X M at (xo, xo),

 contradicting the choice of to].
 Now by Theorem (3.3.II) in [20], a generic curve of symplectic diffeomor-

 phisms has the property that if a new periodic point p is created, it has 1 as an

 eigenvalue of multiplicity two, the other eigenvalues of absolute value one are

 non-real, and there are two periodic points near p of the same period, one of

 which is 1-elliptic.

 Thus the above curve gt may be perturbed to gt so that some g with t,
 near to has a 1-elliptic periodic point near xo.

 We now proceed to construct the curve { gt4. For this purpose our first
 task is to make y into an isolated removable intersection of W'(p,g) and

 WU(p,g) for some g in 9L with g(x)=f(x), x4f-1U. More precisely, we wish
 to find g C L with g(x) =f(x), x 4f 'U, such that

 (3) there are disks DucWU(p,g)n U, DscWs(p,g)n Uwithf { y}=Ds
 nDu=intwsDsnintw.Du (intwsDs is the interior of Ds in W',
 etc.),

 (4) in local coordinates on U there is a unit vector v tangent to y with

 (a) Du+tvnDs=0, t>O,
 (b) Du + tv n Ds 7# 0 and transverse for t < 0.

 Having found g, we may embed it in a curve { gt} with go= g so that for
 some small neighborhood U1 c U of y, and all t, Du + tv n Ul c Wu (p,gt) and
 Ds c Ws(p,gt).

 This being done, we choose the Dm required in (1) and (2) as follows (see
 the analogous construction in [11]).

 Let Da denote the unit ball in R? for a = s, u. Pick coordinates 4: U2D>
 xDU on a neighborhood U2 of p with U2-n U=0 such that 4i(p)=(0,0),

 1 -'(Ds x {0}) c WS (p, g), and 41-({0O X Du) c wu (p,g). This may be done so
 that yE4-'(Dsx{0}). Let Wa:DsXD u>DU be the projection, a=s,u.

 For large n,_,ff-n(y) is near (0,0) in {0}xDU. Choose n1>0 so that

 1fl(y)E{0}xDu for n>nl.
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 Letting Dnl be a small u-disk about 4pf-nl(y) in {0} x Du, we may then
 take Dtm to be the component of f -lQ)/ -'(7- l(Dn1) containing f -n ( y) with n

 very large. Parts (1), (2)(b), and (2)(c) follow from the construction of { gtJ. Part
 (2)(a) is proved using Lemma (2.10) in [10], where the necessary estimates may

 be obtained as in the proof at the bottom of p. 148 of [10].

 It remains to find g E as in (3) and (4).

 Choose symplectic coordinates (xi, y) = (xl,... xn, 1Y,... ,yn) on a neighbor-
 hood U2 of y with WS( y,f)n U2= {(Xi ):X-=0}, and choose symplectic coordi-
 nates (u, v) = (ul, ., n, V, v,. .., vn) on a neighborhood U3 of f -'y with
 WU(f-ly,f)nU3={(u,v):v=0}. Let fi=xiof, gi=yiof. Observe that the
 coordinates (u, v), (x, y) may be chosen so that

 agi
 (5) det a (u, v) g # 0 for all (u, v) small.

 Indeed, having first chosen (u,v) so that {v=0} = Wu(f-ly,f)n U3, we may
 replace u by u + ev, where c is a small positive number, and get (5).

 Now (5) guarantees that (ui), (gi) determine coordinates on a neighborhood
 U31 of f-'y. So there is a real generating function Sl(ui,gi) with Slui = vi,
 Sig, =hi i = 1,..., n, and det Si,g= i0. We realize symplectic perturbations off
 via perturbations cf S, as usual. Let S2(u, g) be near Sl,so S2 4g. is non-singular.

 Define vi = S2ui, ]i = S2gi. Using (ui, vi) as coordinates near f -ly, define f(u, v)
 =4l('1'(,g2), where 4'(z)=(X(z), j(z)) are the coordinates for z near y. We
 want perturbations such that f(z) =f(z) for z off a small neighborhood f-ly.

 For this, we simply choose functions S2 with S2gi (u, g) = Slg, (u, g) for (u, v)

 outside a small neighborhood of f - ly. To prove (3), we first choose S2 near SI
 as above so that

 a2j

 S2g,uju, (0,0) aU2 0,

 S2g,uj (0,0) au1 (0,0) = o,

 and

 S2g, (?) ?) = afi (0, o), 2 < i, j < n,

 is a non-singular (n-1) X (n-1) matrix. Clearly, we may arrange this with S2

 C"+l near Si and equal to SI off a small neighborhood of u=O, g=O. Now
 assume S2g,ulu,(0, 0) >0, the other case being similar (i.e., we need to replace t
 by - t in the following). Let qt be a curve of symplectic diffeomorphisms,
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 -<tt<c, with qtq(x)=x off a neighborhood of y and qt (xl XnY1 YJ)=
 (xl+t,x2,, n for x, y near (0, 0). Then for e small,f t ='qt of satisfies
 (3) and (4). That is, there are disks Dtu c Wu (ft), Dt' C WS(ft) such that Dtu and
 Dt' meet transversely at two points near y for t < 0, are tangent at y for t = 0,
 and do not meet near y for t >0. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

 Proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1.1, assume (M, o) is a compact
 symplectic manifold and f: M-M is a C1 symplectic diffeomorphism which is
 not Anosov. Fix xE M, and let U be a neighborhood of x in M. Let SC c
 Diffl (M) be the set of diffeomorphisms g for which the transversal homocinic

 points of the hyperbolic periodic points of g are dense in M.

 By Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 5.1 or Takens's Corollary 4 [26], SC is

 dense in Diffl,(M). Letting % be any neighborhood of f in Diff, (M), we will
 show that

 (6) there is a g in 6L having a hyperbolic periodic point p such that

 Wu ( p,g) and W' ( p,g) are tangent at some point in U.

 Then Lemma 4.1 applies to give the proof of Theorem 1.1. For gE

 Diff,(M), let Hu(g) be the set of transversal homocinic points of g whose
 orbits meet U. Then Hu(g) is a g-invariant set, and if g E 'C, we have
 Hu (g) D U. If L: E-*F is a linear map between normed linear spaces, we let

 m(L)=inf;vj=IjLvj be the minimum norm of L. Here and in the sequel, all
 norms and minimum norms are those induced from the fixed Riemann metric

 on M. For a transversal homoclinic point p of g E S3C, define u( p, g) to be the
 smallest positive integer n such that m( T gn 1Wu (p, g)) >2.

 PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose f is not Anosov. Then there are sequences

 gi ESC, pi E Hu( g2) with gi -f in Diff' (M) and max{u( pi,g2),u(( pi,g')}oo
 as iz-oo.

 Proof. Assume there exist a neighborhood DL of f in Diffl (M) and a
 positive integer v > 0 such that

 sup {u(p,g),u(p,g-')} < P.
 p E Hu (g)
 g e- 6L n

 We will show that f is Anosov.

 First, let us show that

 Cl( U fn (U))=A
 -ioob<n<ioo def

 is a hyperbolic set.
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 Let K1=inf{m(Tzfi): 0 j<N, zEM}. There is a neighborhood )L2C
 L,1 of f such that inf{m(Tzgi):0< j?<z, zEM,gE9X2} >Kl/2. Choose an
 integer h > 0 so that 2hKl/2 > 2 and 2h > 2. We assert

 (7) m(T,ghp) >2 for all p E Hu( g), g E) D2

 Indeed, for each p E Hu (g), there is an integer 0< n(p) < v such that
 m(TPgn(P)jEP, (g))>2, since u(p,g)< '. Thus, for p&EHu(g), there is a
 sequence of integers 0 < ml < m2 < ... < m, < hp with mi -mi- 1 < ?, hp-m, <
 i', and m(?. ,_g"1-^"'|EPui (g)) >2, where p=po' p,=g'f(po), 0<i?<j It is
 clear that j> h, so

 m(T ghvjEu (g)) > m(T - gWh1T g-rn-**... TgmjlE,u (g))

 > m hp h- m I Epu( ) 2

 ., mint 2 1 1-2h >2.

 Thus, if nl=hv, we have m(TPg'1jEu(g))>2 for all pEHu(g), gE962, so (7)
 holds. Similarly, there is an integer n2>0 such that m(Tpg- 2Ep (g))>2 for
 pEHU(g), gEOL2.

 Now let yEA and consider two sequences Epu(gi), Epu'(g) with pi-*y,
 pi'-*y, gi--f, g-'f as i-*oo and { g,, g' } c'3C. We claim that there is a
 subspace Eu C TM such that Epu(gj)-4Eu and EPu,(g)-*Eyu as i-*oo in the
 Grassmann sense. First, choosing Eyu to be the limit of a subsequence of

 {Epu( gI)} and replacing {Ep, (gi)} by that subsequence, we may assume that
 Epu, ( g ) Eu. By way of contradiction, suppose that Epu ( g) -4Eyu. Then there is
 a unit vector v E TyM such that v t Eu and v is in a subsequential limit of
 Ep,; ( gt). There is an integer n3 > max{nl,n2} such that for n> n3, ?n3 (v)j

 > 2, since v 4 Eyu and Eu ( g )E u. On the other hand, for infinitely many j's, v

 is near E,(g), so IT-,<3(v)I<. But g'f and g,j-f, so we reach the
 absurdity that > I Tyf -n3 (v)j > 2. Thus, all Epu (gi)'s converge to the same Eyu.
 Moreover, m(Lyfn3jEU ) >2.

 Similarly, the Eps (g )'s converge to a subspace Es C TyM, and
 m(Tyf-n3jEys)>2. Since Tp,M=Eu"(EJEpsi, one sees easily that TyM=E E
 and reasoning analogous to the above gives that { Es } and { Eyu } are continuous
 sub-bundles of TM. Compactness of A and continuity of Tf enable one to
 choose n3 >0 so that

 m(TYfn3IEu ))>2 and m(Tf -31Es )>2
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 for all yEA. Let cl=inf{m(TyffIEyl):yEA, 0 j?n3} and choose 2>/3>1
 with /B3 <2 and k(log2-n31og,B)-n31og18>0 for every integer k>0. Fix
 n>0. Then m(TyfnIEyu ) >ciCn>(cl/2)/3n if n'<n3. If n>n3, write n=kn3+
 r with k>0 and 0? r<n3. Then

 M (Tyfn|EyU ) > M(Tyfr )m(T fkn3)

 > C1' Cl /3 (k + lI)% > 1kn3+r
 CL -c1/32 /3"

 -C1Bn > 2 ,l n .

 Similarly, there are constants c2 >0, f31 > 1 with I Tyf IEy l < c2 /31" for n >0, 50
 A is a hyperbolic set for f.

 Now we show that A has a local product structure [5]; i.e., for e >0 small,

 and x, y E A, we have W,u (x) n Ws( y) c A. Assume E chosen so that if d (x, y) <

 2e, then W,u (x) n WS ( y) - 0 and W,U (x) is transverse to Ws (x). As usual, let d

 be the metric on A. Choose 0 <8<e so that if Wau (x) nW,S(y)#0, then
 d (x, y) < 2e. Let x, y E A. We claim W^6 (x) n Wss ( y) c A. Of course, we may
 assume W (x) n Wgs (y) ># 0, so d (x, y) < 2E. Let z E W& (x) n W6s (y). From
 the definition of A there are transversal homoclinic points xl, Yi of f such that xl

 is near x, y, is near y, o(xl) n int U-# 0, and o( yl) n int U=/= 0. Applying Smale's
 homocinic point theorem (e.g., as in the appendix of [10]), we see there are

 hyperbolic periodic points pl,q, of f with p, near x, q1 near y, such that

 (a) W'(p1) n Wg (ql) has a point near z,
 (b) ws ( p1) n Wau(q 1) -#0)
 (c) o(p1) n int U7= 0, o(q1) n int U/ =0.

 Now Pi and q1 are homocinically related [10], so z will be near the closure

 of the transversal homoclinic points of p, (and ql). But p, is in this latter set as
 well, so there are transversal homoclinic points meeting int U whose orbits

 come near z. This proves that z E A.

 To complete the proof of Proposition 4.2, we show A= M. For this, we

 need only show that A is an open subset of A, since it is closed by definition

 and M is connected. In view of the local product structure, it suffices to show

 that for each yEA, W,8u(y)u Ws(y)cA, where 8 is as above. If xEHu(f),
 there is a hyperbolic periodic point p whose orbit meets int U such that

 Wu,s(x)cWu(o(p)) and Was(x)cWs(o(p)).
 Since the orbit of p meets the interior of U, it follows that

 Ws(o(p))u Wu(o(p)) is contained in the orbit of intU which is in A. So

 Ws(o(p))uWu(o(p))cA, and hence W,u(x)UW,6s(x)cA. But there is a
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 sequence xiin Hu(f) with xi-y as i-*oo. Thus, W8(xi)- W(y) and W (xj)-4
 W6 (y), which gives W, (y)U Ws (y)cA.

 We now prove (6).

 By Proposition 4.2, we know there are sequences gi -f in Diff , (M) nf I

 and pi in Hu(gi) with max{ u(p ,g),u(pj,g 1))}->oo as i-*oo. Assume u(pi,gi)
 oo, as the other case is similar. Let cl> 0 be a fixed constant such that

 I(vA,v2)I <-- CIIV Iv21 for all vl,v2E TM. Letting ni = u (pi,g )-1, we have, for

 each i, a unit vector vi E T Wu(g2) with jTp7,g (vi)I <2. Let C2 =
 min(G,infxGMc(x)) where c is as in the perturbation lemma (2.1). Then for
 0< e < 1, we may make an e - C '-small change from f to f, so that

 (a) f( y) =f,( y) for y outside a small neighborhood of

 { P,,f (pi),.* ,ffl( pi)),
 (b) fl ( pi) = f ( pi) for 0? < ni,
 (c) piE Hu (fl)
 (d) vi E =-Tp, Wu (pi ftt),

 (e) I Ts,, fln t (Vi ) I < 2(1 -C20)n.t

 Observe that xol WU ( pi, f) 0- ol Ws ( pi, f). Indeed, if a,, a2 E
 TZWu(pi,f,) then Tjf (a,) and Tf-n(a2) approach zero as nf-0oo. But
 .oZ(al,a2) of (Z)(TZf- a,,T;f- a2), so 'oz(a,,a2)=0. A similar argument im-
 plies that 'o Ws(pi,f)-0.

 Now Ivi =I and viE TpWu(p3,fl), so there is a vector v&'ETp,Ws(pi,fl)
 such that (vi, vt4) =1. Hence,

 1 = c(vi, i) = ( Tp, fnivi, Tp, f nVi?)

 <CJ|Tp, f nVi IT n.Vi

 < 2cj(1-C20)n'|Tpjtin-Vit

 So ITp finvil' > (2cj) 1(1-c2e)0 . With an e-C'-small change in f, to f2 on a
 small neighborhood of f -( pi), we may make

 Tfi l(p)f2 (Tp1,fl (vi))=(avi,t) E Tp WU (Pi,f2)

 with //a > c2e. Then Tpf2n (avj,,8vj') has the form (41t,2) with

 4j E T[ f2n' (Pi) ] Wu (f2n ( pj)j2 ),(2E T[ft2n' (Pi) ] W (f2ni ( Pi)f2 ),

 (where for typographical reasons we have temporarily written T[f] for Tf), and

 1,( 1 > C2 (c 14) (1 -C20)
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 Now ni may be chosen arbitrarily large independent of c, so that we may then

 further change f2 to f3 on a small neighborhood of nf '( pi) to obtain the desired
 tangency. Notice that all of these changes leave the f-orbit of pi unchanged and
 leave f unaltered on a neighborhood of the hyperbolic periodic orbit o(q) which

 has pi as a homoclinic point. Thus the tangency actually is a homoclinic
 tangency for f3. Moreover, o(q) meets U, so f3 has a homoclinic tangency (in
 the orbit of pi) in U. This completes the proof of (6), and hence of Theorem 1.1.

 5. Here we extend the results of the preceding sections to the non-com-

 pact case. Our first task is to generalize Takens's homoclinic point theorem [26].

 Recall this theorem says that if M is compact, then there is a residual subset

 3 C Diff (M) such that every hyperbolic periodic point of f & fi3 has homo-

 clinic points.

 In the first place, one cannot expect this result to carry over directly to the

 non-compact case. For example, the linear symplectic map f(x, y) = (Xx, X -y),
 0 < X < 1, has (0, 0) as a hyperbolic fixed point, and any diffeomorphism C1

 Whitney close to f is topologically equivalent to f. In particular, no small C1

 perturbation has homoclinic points. The reason for this is that f has no

 non-trivial non-wandering points. In the compact case, every point is non-

 wandering, and this is a significant factor contributing to homoclinic phenom-

 ena.

 The rAevant concept here is actually something slightly different from
 non-wandering. Roughly speaking, one need only require that x become non-tri-

 vially non-wandering after perturbations. More precisely, we say that a point x

 in M is adherently periodic for f if there are a compact subset K cM and

 sequences (pi) in K, (gi) in Diff, (M) such that

 (a) pi is a periodic point of gi with o(pi)czK,
 (b) pi-4x and gi-*f as i->oo,
 (c) per(p2)-*oo as i-*>oo,
 (d) gi (z) =f(z) for z E M - UK with UK some compact neighborhood of

 K.

 Here per(pi) is the smallest positive integer T with g Ti (pi) = pi.
 Observe that condition (c) makes it possible for a point to be periodic

 without being adherently periodic, as occurs in the above linear example. But it

 follows from Proposition 3.1 that every non-hyperbolic periodic point is ad-

 herently periodic. Also, the closing lemma of Pugh and Robinson implies that

 non-periodic points x which are non-wandering relative to K are adherently

 periodic. By this latter concept for x we mean there are sequences yi EK,
 ni -oo such that yi -x, f ( yi)- x and fi( yi) E K for 0 < j < ni. One can give
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 examples of adherently periodic points for f which are not non-wandering for f
 using appropriate versions of cycles (defined as in [11]) on non-compact

 manifolds. In the non-symplectic case, such examples can be given on any

 manifold. It is an interesting problem to characterize the adherently periodic

 points of f without resorting to diffeomorphisms near f.

 Condition (d) above is given because it enables us to conclude that (gi) is
 eventually in any C 1 Whitney neighborhood of f. Without this we could not get
 by with (g ) as a sequence, but would have to take it as a net indexed by a

 neighborhood base of f.
 The main result of this section is

 THEOREM 5.1. Let f eDiff, (M) be a C' symplectic diffeonorphism, and
 let x be an adherently periodic point for f. Then, given neighborhoods U of x in

 M and 6 of f in Diffl (M), there is a g in ') having a transversal homoclinic
 point in U.

 Proof. Choose K, UK,pj,gj as in the definition of "adherently periodic."
 Thus gi-f, pi-*x with pi a periodic point of gi in K and gi =f off Uk. By [19],
 the pi's may be assumed to be quasi-elliptic or hyperbolic. If { pi has a
 subsequence of quasi-elliptic points, we are done, by Proposition 3.1. Thus, we

 may assume all the pi's are hyperbolic (after eliminating finitely many of them).
 Also, letting Ti =per( pi), we have that r--co as i-*oo.

 Let TqM=E;sGE4' be the hyperbolic splitting of TqM for qeo(pj).
 Proceeding as in Section 4, for qEo( pi) define u(q,gi)=inf{n>0:m(TqgjgEqu)
 > 2). Set t(q, g ) = max{f u(q, g ), u(q, gt )}. First suppose

 supft(q,gj); q (E o( Pi), i = 11,2.. ) < n,s

 Since Tj-soo, and all of the pi's lie in K, we may assume that for i larger there

 are points qi,,qi2 in o(pi,gi) which are close to each other. Then (1) and stable
 manifold theory as in [6] will imply that qi, and q2 are homocinically related for
 large i. Therefore each of these pi's has homoclinic points. Thus, (1) implies that

 gi has homoclinic points near x for i large. So we may assume that (1) fails.
 That is, assume there are subsequences of (pi), ( g,) [denoted again as (pi), ( g )]
 with pi a hyperbolic periodic point of gi in K, and there are points qi E o( pi)
 such that t(q2,g ) -oo as i ->oo. We may assume u(qi,g )--oo, the other case
 being similar.
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 One may verify that the techniques of J. Franks [4] and V. Pliss [14]' may
 be modified for symplectic diffeomorphisms to give that either

 (2) for some constants c >0, X> 1, and all large i, m(Tqgr' Eq) >cIT
 and i TqgT IEq4i < c'X T-, where q E o (pi), or

 (3) some small C1 perturbation g of g , for arbitrarily large i, has a

 periodic point with eigenvalue one near x.

 Indeed, the appropriate transcriptions of the methods in [4] and [14] to our

 case would involve linear maps near the identity map on Eq' or Eqs. Such maps
 may be realized in symplectic automorphisms near the identity on TqM. To see

 this, let {vl,...,vn,vl,...,vn} be a symplectic basis for TqM with v2 Equ,
 v,' E E., and let A: Equ-*Equ be a linear isomorphism with matrix AI relative to
 {vl,,...,vj. The linear map B whose matrix relative to (VI,...,VnV v ...,v} is

 /Al 0 A

 (Z o (AW)-'

 is symplectic. Also, the same construction applies if one replaces E4u by E47. This
 remark, together with Lemma 2.1 and the techniques of [4], [14], implies that

 (2) or (3) is true.
 If (3) holds, the perturbation g may be gotten along a smooth curve of

 symplectic diffeomorphisms, and hence Theorem (3.3.IV) of [20] implies that a

 further perturbation yields a quasi-elliptic point near x for some g that is C'
 near f. Then Theorem 5.1 follows from Proposition 3.1.

 Thus we may assume (2) holds.
 Let e0= e0(x) and c = c(x) be as in the perturbation lemma (Lemma 2.1),

 and let 9(f, t, X, e) be a neighborhood of f in Diff, (M) with E < eo. Let
 El(x) = , E(x) for xE M. Since g1 =f off UK, we may choose a positive integer
 P>0 so that i>v implies that (gl,I7,e,)cU(f,9IjV,e). Let c2=
 infXEuKc(x). We will show there are an integer i)> v and a gE DX,(gg,Qt,CST,lc)
 such that g has a homoclinic point in U. This will prove the theorem, since
 Robinson shows that all homoclinic points may be made transverse with

 arbitrarily small approximations [19].

 From now on we only consider i > io. For q E o( pi) define

 ao(q)= inf arccos - V12 :vlEEq4 {0} V2EEqE {0)

 'I am indebted to D. Pixton for making Pliss's results available to me. With these results, we
 were able to simplify the proof of Theorem 5.1. Originally, we had a proof using a weaker version of

 Phss's results which was established via an extension of the closing lemma methods in [17].
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 Thus a(q) is the smallest angle between Equ and E." Let

 a = liminf I inf a (q)
 i---oo qEo(pi)

 Consider first the case

 (4) a =0.

 Let 2 =infx - 1 (x) >
 By (4), we may choose a subsequence which we also call pi and points

 qi Eo(pi) so that a(qj)-*0. Since Wu(q) [Ws(q)] is tangent to Equ [Eq] for all q,
 it follows that there are points q, e o( p1), x, E Wu(q%), and y E WS(q,) such that

 (5) d(xa,y1)>d(x,,qd<'-->0 as j-*oo,
 (6) d(x,,o(q1)-(q,}) >2d(x,,q,) and d( y1,o(q,)-{q,}) >2d(x1,q,) for all

 i,

 (7) d (x, q%)-O as -oo.
 Let Mi=max{supxuKI xf'1|,1} and M2=infxe um(Txf41).
 Choose v1>0 so that for i> vl, we have supx EUjTxg71'<2M1 and

 infx e uK m(Txg7 )> M2/2. By (2), we may also assume

 (8) for i > vl, c1VTi >max(2M2M1,2) and c 'X- <min2, (2M2M1 ) ')

 For 81>0 small enough and z2>vl large enough, we have that 08< 1,
 UE UK, > P2 imply g_1(B, (u))cB3M,(g'1(u)). Set 8,=(18M< id(xj,q1).
 Choose j large, using (5), so that d (x1, y%) < c283{e2 < c28? E1(Xj)'

 By the perturbation lemma [Lemma 2.1(1)], there is a g E DL(gj, Q )t,
 such that

 (9) g. gi (xd = yi,
 (10) g(z) = g , (z) for z g7' j 1 (B8, (x,)),
 (11) g - 1(z) = g 1(z) for z 4 B (x )

 Now, for large j, g j(B8 (x,)) c B3M1, (g (x)), so by (6), g (B.8 (xa))rn
 B,6(x,) = 0. Also,

 (12) ~~~M2
 (1) d(g7'B8 (x,),g7'(q1))>-_(1- 2d (xt, %)

 > M2 d %,q)

 > -3M,d(gu-,'x,g `q1)

 = MIM2d ( gj- lx1, g7 'qj)
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 By (8) and (11), gJ contracts WU(g-ilq1,g1) by at least (2M2Mj)'- near g -lqi.
 So (12) implies that g7' (x,) _ B (x;) for all l > 1. Thus, (10) gives that g 1(x,) E
 Wu(gl- (q), g), and yE WU (q, g). Similarly, g( y,) _ g -'B 6B8(x;) for all 1 > 0, so

 (11) puts y1 in Ws (q%,g). From (9), we have that y1 is a homoclinic point for g.
 Also, o (q,, g) c Cl o ( y1, g), so g has a homoclinic point in U.

 Suppose now that a>0. Since u(qi,g ) -oo as i -oo, we may choose a

 vector viEEEu such that Ivij=l and ITqg '(vi) <2 with ni and i arbitrarily
 large. In what follows C3, C4, ... will denote constants independent of i defined

 by the first equation in which they appear. We may find C3 >0 such that

 1w0(u,v)I < c31uj jvj for all yE UK. Take i large enough so that gi E
 (f,t, '1t, T, el). By Lemma 2.1, for E3 = c2E2 < 1 we may find hIe3-C 1 near gi

 such that o(q1,hl)=o(q,g1), |Tqhln(vj)j<2(1-c2E)n , and qi is a hyperbolic
 periodic point for h1 with vi E Equ (hl), I=vi 1. Choose vi'E Eqs (hl) with c(vi, vi')
 =1. Thus,

 1 = c(vi, vi') = c( Tq, h IVi, Tq,hl' (i'))

 < C31 Tq, hln. (vi) ||Tq, hln (vi')|

 <2c3(1 - C2c3)n,'Tq,hln (vi')

 or qh'(vi>) n(2C3)-(1-c2e3Y.- Since a >0, there is a constant C4 > 0 such
 that Ivi'I < C4. Hence,

 ITq, hl V > (2 C3) - C4- 1 -('-C2E3) -nC4

 > C5 (1-C2E3) Vi

 Choose local coordinates Uq around each qEo(qi) so that q#q' implies that
 Uq n Uq, = 0, and disks about q in Equ, Eqs, may be identified with disks about q
 in Wu (q), Ws (q), respectively. Write (xl, x2) for a point in Uq with xl E wu (q),

 x2E Ws(q). Assume vi,vi' small enough so that Tqh (vi) and Tq,hI(vi') are in

 Uh'(q.) for 0 < < ni. Using (8), Lemma 2.1(1), and the fact that a >0, we may
 find h2 E3 - C near h1 such that (with the above identifications)

 (13) h2(hT lvi,o) = ( /8vl,i82vi') with l321/1 811 > C6e3,
 (14) (/8lvi, P2vA') E Wu (qi, h2),

 (15) h2(z)=hl(z) for z htUh-1(q2).

 Then, if /81 and /P2 are very small, we have h2n( f31vi,f32v1')=(y1,yt') with

 l Yi /Yi Iy> C7(1 - C2-3< 2n3,
 Thus, (yi,yi')W8(h2 2) is very near Ws(h2 (qi)h2) for ni large.

 Again using (8) and Lemma 2.1, we may find h3 such that h3( y1,y') is a
 homocinic point for Wu(hn + 1(qi), h3). As before, h3 has a homoclinic point on
 the orbit of h3( Yi, ye') in U, and Theorem 5.1 is proved.
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 Remark. In view of the Smale homoclinic point theorem [10, Appendix],

 if x and f are as in Theorem 5.1, the g near f will have infinitely many periodic
 orbits near x. This result ought to be true even if f is not symplectic (i.e., one
 ought to be able to introduce infinitely many periodic points near an adherently

 periodic orbit). However, we have not been able to prove this in the non-sym-
 plectic case, even though the closing lemma implies it is true generically.

 For f E Diffl (M), let e?(f) denote the set of adherently periodic points of
 f. This is a closed f-invariant subset of M, and every orbit in it is bounded.
 From Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 4.1, we obtain the following analogs of
 Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 in the non-compact setting.

 THEOREM 5.2. Let f E Diff, (M), and suppose 6i (f) is not hyperbolic. Let
 x E &i (f). Given neighborhoods U of x in M and V of f in Diffl (M), there is a g
 in V having a 1-elliptic periodic point in U.

 THEOREM 5.3. There is a residual subset '35 CDiffA(M) such that if
 f E 63 and 6(ff) is not hyperbolic, then (?(f) is contained in the closure of the
 1-elliptic points of f.

 6. In this section we observe that the theorems given earlier are valid for

 Hamiltonian systems with standard modifications (see [19], [26]). We also obtain

 a strengthened version of Theorem 5.1 if there are at least two independent
 integrals.

 Let us recall the elementary properties of Hamiltonian systems.

 Let (M,w) be a symplectic manifold. Given a Cr+l real valued function
 H:M-*R, one defines the Cr Hamiltonian vector field XH associated to H by
 the formula

 CoX (XH(x), Y) = dHx (Y) for all x E M, Y E TXM.

 That is, dH= ix t, where iXH is the interior product. The set of Cr Hamiltonian

 vector fields is denoted X' (M), and the Whitney Cr topology on this set
 corresponds to the Whitney Cr+l topology on the space Cr+'(M,R) of Cr+l

 real functions on M. In symplectic coordinates (x, ... *, xn, Y1, * Yn) the differen-
 tial equations for XH become Hamilton's equations

 dxi aH dyi -aH
 dt ayi dt axi

 All the differential equations of classical mechanics may be expressed as

 Hamiltonian vector fields, and in fact, so may any equations derivable from a
 variational principle (see [8]).
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 The flow OH associated to XH which is defined by

 dt OH' ( X) =XH (W) ( X) ) dt t=s

 is called a Hamiltonian flow with Hamiltonian H. Since dw = O, the Lie

 derivative LXHw = iXH dw + dixHw = 0 + d2H = 0, so Ht is a symplectic diffeomor-
 phism for each t. Also, H is constant on orbits of Ht, since

 XH (H) = dH (XH ) = W(XH, XH ) =.

 Let x be a periodic point for XH [i.e., Ht(x)=0 for some t>0] with XH(x)#O0.
 Let I be a small piece of hypersurface in M transverse to XH(x) at x, and let

 EX =fn H-'(H(x)). If : is small enough, then Ex is a 2n-2 dimensional
 submanifold of M and the pullback i*w is non-degenerate, where i: >x--M is
 the inclusion. Let y ( Ex be near x and such that H(y) Ex for some t( y) >0.
 For z near y in Ex, there is a time t(z) >0 such that Ht(Z)(z) E x and the
 implicit function theorem gives that t(z) is a differentiable function of z.

 Also, the map z-*jHt (z) is a local diffeomorphism, called the Poincare map,
 defined on an open neighborhood of x in Ex which preserves i*co. Moreover, the
 technique in [25] shows how to realize certain Cr perturbations of kHt()(-) as
 Poincare maps of Cr+l perturbations H1 of H. Also see [18] for C1 perturbations

 of the Poincare map. It is easily checked that these perturbation techniques,

 together with methods described earlier in this paper, will yield the following

 results.

 Define adherently periodic, hyperbolicity and 1-ellipticity for periodic

 orbits, and homocinic orbits etc. in the natural way for Hamiltonian systems.
 For example, a periodic point x is hyperbolic if it is a hyperbolic fixed point of
 its Poincare map, if x is non-critical; while x must be a hyperbolic fixed point of

 Ht, t #0, if x is a critical point. To avoid trivialities, assume dimM= 2n > 4.

 THEOREM 6.1. Let XH eX'(M) be a C1 Hamiltonian vector field on M,

 and let x be an adherently periodic point of XH. Given neighborhoods U of x in

 M and 6 of H in C2(M, R), there is an H, E ')6 such that XH1 has a homoclinic
 orbit in U.

 THEOREM 6.2. There is a residual set J33 eXl(M) such that for XH E '3
 and xe M, if sonw compact component of H - '(H (x)) is not hyperbolic, then
 that component is in the closure of the 1-elliptic periodic orbits.

 THEOREM 6.3. Let XH be a C 1 Hamiltonian vector field with C2 Hamilto-
 nian H: M- R, and assume XH has an integral L independent of H. If x is a
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 non-wandering point of XH whose orbit lies in a compact subset of M, then H
 may be C2-perturbed to H1 so that XH1 has infinitely many periodic, homo-
 clinic, and quasi-periodic motions near x.

 Proof of Theorem 6.3. First recall that x is non-wandering if there are

 sequences x, -x in M, tr-*oo in R such that oH(xj)->x as j-*oo. Since XH has H
 and L as integrals, we have o(x) U o(x,) c H -'(H(x)) n L-'(L(x)) for each j.
 The proof of the closing lemma [17] enables one to C2-perturb H to H so that
 XH- has a periodic orbit o ( p) near x. Let H1, H2,... be a sequence of C2

 functions converging to H in the C2 topology so that each X4 has a periodic
 orbit o(pi) and pi-*x as i-oo. The existence of the integral L for XH insures
 that the Poincare maps of o(pi) on a transverse section through x cannot be
 uniformly hyperbolic. Modifying the proof of assertion (3) in the proof of

 theorem (5.1) and the subsequent discussion to flows, we may choose the

 perturbation H so that o( p) is quasi-elliptic for XH-. Then we may further

 perturb using the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem, the Birkhoff fixed point

 theorem, and the techniques of the proof of Proposition 3.1, to obtain Theorem

 6.3.

 UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA.
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